It looks like a funky alarm clock, but this gorgeous little gadget
will wake you up with a buzz!
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Wake up with a buzz! - Introducing the Wake-Up Vibe
It looks like a funky alarm clock, and it is. But this gorgeous little gadget won’t wake you up with a
persistent beep, beep, beep, beep....
The utterly unique feature of this invention is the vibration function! Yes, that’s right, you can now
wake up to buzz, buzz, buzz instead!
The Wake-Up Vibe is very easy to use, with a clear display and simple controls. Just like an alarm
clock, set your desired wake up time. Then it’s just a case of deciding what sort of vibration (there
are 6 patterns) and intensity you want to wake up with. What a great way to start a day!
The shape has been designed to fit perfectly to the female form, so it can be left in place comfortably
(externally) during the night. The hypoallergenic silicone skin is super-silky to the touch and easy to
keep clean. The manual function means it can be used as a simple massager, alone or with a partner, and
its rechargeable battery guarantees you good vibes when you need them.
The unique combination of form and function has already got it noticed. During the past few weeks, the
Wake-Up Vibe has picked up a Dutch design award (GIO) and the award for Most Innovative Product at the
Erofame adult trade fair in Hannover.
Marketing manager for manufacturers Concepts Of Love, Eric Wieffering, envisages a bright future for the
new product. "In 2009 we started with the development of the Wake-Up Vibe. It was increasingly evident
that we had something unique on our hands. We have therefore invested plenty of time in research and
production.
“We have worked closely with the University of Technology in Delft. Quality was paramount and we saw
the results of this collaboration instantly. It’s great to get the design awards, but we are confident
that this product will also be a hit with the consumer.”

Available in black, pink, or violet - the Wake-Up Vibe is available exclusively from pabo.com
(http://www.pabo.com/sex-toys/brands/wake-up-vibe-c12762.html?category_id=12762&category_title=sex-toys%2Fbrands%2
at £48.95
Pabo is part of the world’s largest adult goods company, supplying more erotic goods and novelties to
European consumers than anyone else, and it has been doing it for over 60 years! The 250,000 sq ft
facility in The Netherlands houses over 10,000 product lines, and can handle in excess of 30,000 orders
per day.
With worldwide links to manufacturers and suppliers, Pabo is always the first with new products, and
pabo.com has the biggest range of lingerie, fashion, adult toys and gifts ready for same-day despatch,
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including exclusive deals and great own brands, all at the lowest prices in the UK.
- ends –
For further information, product samples and product images, please contact:
John Ayton, Beate Uhse UK BV
Tel: 01582 433783, or 07934 801168
Email: johnayton@pabo.nl
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